
Unpacking Wondering About 
Noises in Trees for Hybrid Learning

LAUSD
x/x/2021
Presented by Your Name

TK, Unit 1

Do Now: In the chat, share one new skill you and/or your students have learned 
this year during remote learning. 



Norms: Establishing a culture of learners
        Please keep your camera on, if possible.

• Take some time to orient yourself to the platform
• “Where’s the chat box? What are these squares at the top of my 

screen?, where’s the mute button?”

• Mute your microphone to reduce background noise 
unless sharing with the group

• The chat box is available for posting questions or 
responses to during the training

• The Reaction               button is just past the Chat box. 
Let us know how we’re doing!

• Make sure you have a note-catcher present

• Engage at your comfort level - chat, ask questions, 
discuss, share! 6

           



Workshop goals
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By the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
• Internalize tips and tricks for hybrid instruction.

• Leverage your understanding of your upcoming unit to 
make instructional decisions about hybrid learning using 
the Amplify Science curriculum resources.

• Develop a multi-day plan for  implementation within your 
class schedule and instructional format.
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day

● Amplify Science Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization

● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing



Capturing key takeaways!

Notes Hybrid Learning 
Best Practices

Activity 
Experience

Planning 
Considerations

Amplify District 

Questions
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Plan for the day 
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● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing



Opening reflection
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Having taught Amplify Science 
in a remote setting, what 

skills and/or practices have 
you developed with your 

students that you can 
leverage as your shift to 

hybrid learning?

Jamboard



Remote & Hybrid Learning
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A few best practices

● Live, synchronous instruction
○ Survey families to find out what time of day is best for live instruction

● Lesson videos, Book/Read-Aloud recordings
● Meet with small groups
● Make interdisciplinary connections - Amplify Science TK 

lessons may integrate easily with language arts, math or art 
lessons/instruction

● Engage families
○ Make sure families are well informed on the unit content
○ Provide projects/activities families can do to support student learning
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PN page 48Shifting to Hybrid Learning
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Shifting to Hybrid Learning
PN page 48
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Shifting to Hybrid Learning PN page 48



Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day

● Amplify Science Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization

● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing



Amplify Science TK
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Course Structure

Life Science: 
Wondering About 

Trees

Physical Science: 
Wondering About 

Buildings

Earth Science: 
Wondering About 

Puddles

Number of Lessons: 20 lessons per unit
Time: 15 mins per lesson
Instructional Time: 4 - 6 weeks per unit - Flexible Implementation



TK Curriculum Materials 
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Print 
Teacher’s 
Guide

Unit Big Book

Science Wall 
Materials

Home Connections Copymasters

Student Copymasters
Picture Cards



24https://my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/tk-resources/tk/

TK Program Overview Website

TK Unit Big Book 
Read-Aloud Videos 
& Copymasters!

Life Science (The Noisy Tree) 
Read Aloud link 

 Life Science Copymasters link

https://my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/tk-resources/tk/
https://youtu.be/O6G1tEC9ixk
https://youtu.be/O6G1tEC9ixk
http://my.amplify.com/programguide/wp-content/uploads/transitional-kindergarten/TK-Earth-Science-Copymasters.pdf
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Why are there puddles on some parts of 
the sidewalk but not on other parts?

Why are there puddles on the sidewalk 
but not on the path?

Why are there puddles on the path 
sometimes?

Why are so many noises coming from 
the tree?

What are the animals doing in the tree 
that makes so much noise?

Why is the tree a good place for the 
animals to get food and make shelter?
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Multimodal Instruction
Figuring out and making sense of ideas like scientists & engineers!

● Do
● Talk
● Read
● Draw & 

Write
● Visualize



TK Instructional Approach

Introduction to 
the unit 

phenomenon

Gather evidence 
to figure out 

science ideas.

Explain the 
phenomenon &

APPLY new 
understanding

Ask a 
question

Gather 
evidence

Figure out a 
science idea

Answer the 
question



Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day

● Amplify Science Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization

● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing



Part 1: Unit-level Internalization



TK Resource 
Reference 
Sheet 
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PN Page 1
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PN Page 2Unit Overview
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PN Page 3Unit Structure
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There are many noises coming from the tree.

Wondering About Noises in Trees

What’s causing the noises and 
why?

1. Why are so many noises coming from the tree?
2. What are the animals doing in the tree that make so much noise?
3. Why is the tree a good place for the animals to get food and make shelter?

the unit big book, pictures and illustrations, models, sound recordings, 
and videos

Students figure out that animals can make noises in trees when they get food and make shelter for themselves 
and their babies. Students discover that trees have things animals need, including food, building materials, and 
places for shelter.



Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Part 2: Exploration-level 
Internalization
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The teacher reads aloud the first few pages of 
The Noisy Tree, which begins the story of a 
young girl who works like a scientist as she 
observes a tree in the park. Students are 
introduced to their role as scientists. They also 
share their initial ideas about what could be 
making the noises in the tree. The purpose of 
this Introductory Activity is to introduce 
students to the unit phenomenon and to 
their role as scientists in order to motivate 
their learning throughout the unit. 

Page 4
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PN Page 5

Exploration 1 Overview



PN Page 42

Why are so many noises coming from the tree?

• Trees often have lots of animals in them. Animals 
make noises. • Trees have trunks, branches, and leaves.
• Scientists ask questions and gather evidence to 
answer their questions. • Scientists draw, write, and 
talk to share their ideas.

The purpose of Exploration 1 is for students to use
science practices and ideas about patterns to figure out 
that trees often have a lot of animals in them and that 
animals make noises.



42 TK Notecatcher

PN Page 43

https://amplify.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/TK-Notecatcher.pdf


Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day

● Amplify Science Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization

● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing
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What?
The class reviews what happened in the first section of The Noisy Tree and then 
listens to sound recordings of noises that are similar to the ones the girl in the book 
heard. The class is introduced to Science Question 1 and discusses their initial ideas 
in response to this question.

Kickoff Discussion: Listening to the Tree Noises

Why are there so many noises 
coming from the tree?
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Summary of Exploration 1 PN Pages 5-6     
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PN Page 21
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PN Page 21
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PN Pages 21-22
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PN Page 22



Model of Exploration 1, Activity 1
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As you watch the activity, think 
about how the lesson has been 
modified for hybrid instruction.

PN Page 48



Reflection
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• How was this lesson modified for hybrid learning?

• What other ideas do you have for modifying this lesson?

• What questions do you have?



Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day

● Amplify Science Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization

● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing



Remote & Hybrid Learning
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A few best practices

● Live, synchronous instruction
○ Survey families to find out what time of day is best for live instruction

● Lesson videos
● Meet with small groups
● Make interdisciplinary connections - Amplify Science TK 

lessons may integrate easily with language arts, social studies 
math and art lessons/instruction

● Engage families
○ Make sure families are well informed on the unit content
○ Provide projects/activities families can do to support student 

learning



Interdisciplinary Connections
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How can you connect to...

● Reading
● Language Development
● Writing
● Math
● Social Studies
● Art/Music
● Dramatic Play/Socio-Emotional



Family Engagement 
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Introductory Activity (TG pages 16-22)
Regular Classroom Setting

Introductory Activity 
- Hybrid &/or Virtual 
Classroom Setting

● Post Assignment on 
SeeSaw, ClassDojo, 
Schoology, with sample 
links? 

● How do we want 
students to submit, 
online, photo of work, 
return with homework 
packet?

● Other suggestions for 
family engagement...
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Culminating Activity - Part 2
(TG pages 138-149) 

Family Engagement 
● Regular Classroom Setting

Send home little books to families for 
students to complete with them.

● Culminating Activity - Hybrid 
&/or Virtual Classroom Setting

Distribute little books to families - 
then ask them take photo/video 
clip of student reading to family.  
Then share/post in class online 
gallery.

● Both: Idea - Have students 
share/read their books to small 
group or whole class online.



Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Part 3: Hybrid Learning Pacing and 
Planning Tool



Hybrid Lesson Planning 
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Work Time 

Questions to consider:

● What adaptations will you make for hybrid learning?

● What materials will you need to teach the lessons?

● What materials will your students need to engage in the lessons?

● Will you make interdisciplinary connections? If so what/how?

● How will you engage families?



PN Pages 44-45Part 3: Pacing and Planning Tool



Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day

● Amplify Science Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization

● Experience an Activity

● Planning to teach

● Closing



Final Thoughts…..
Questions?  Concerns? 
Aha’s! This reminds me...
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Workshop goals reflection
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Were you able to:
• Internalize tips and tricks for hybrid instruction?

• Leverage your understanding of your upcoming unit to make 
instructional decisions about hybrid learning using the        
TK Amplify Science curriculum resources?

• Develop a multi-day plan for  implementation within your 
class schedule and instructional format?

1- I’m not sure 
how I’m going 
to do this!

5- I have a 
solid plan for 
how to make 
this work!

3- I have some 
good ideas but 
still have some 
questions.



Upcoming LAUSD Office Hours
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Final opportunity for this school year:
● Thursday, May 27 from 4:30-5:30pm

http://bit.ly/TK-6OfficeHours  

http://bit.ly/TK-6OfficeHours
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We would love your input on PD for 
Back to School, 2021-22



Amplify Science Program Hub
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A new hub for Amplify Science resources

● Videos and resources to continue 
getting ready to teach

● Amplify@Home resources

○ TK big book read aloud videos

science.amplify.com/programhub
username: sciencelearningca
password: DemoOnly1234
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my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/tk-resources/tk/

TK Program Overview Website



75amplify.com/science-california-review-tk/

California TK Website



Additional Amplify Support
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Customer Care
Seek information specific to 
enrollment and rosters, technical 
support, materials and kits, and 
teaching support, weekdays 
7AM-7PM EST.

When contacting the customer care 
team:

● Identify yourself as an Amplify Science 
user.

● Note the unit you are teaching.
● Note the type of device you are using 

(Chromebook, iPad, Windows, laptop).
● Note the web browser you are using 

(Chrome or Safari).
● Include a screenshot of the problem, if 

possible.
● Copy your district or site IT  contact on 

emails.

scihelp@amplify.com

800-823-1969



https://amplify.com/lausd-science/

https://amplify.com/lausd-science/


Additional Amplify resources
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Program Guide
Glean additional insight into the 
program’s structure, intent, philosophies, 
supports, and flexibility. 
https://my.amplify.com/programguide/co
ntent/national/welcome/science/

Amplify Help
Find lots of advice and answers from the 
Amplify team. 
my.amplify.com/help

https://my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/welcome/science/
https://my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/welcome/science/


Creating Assignments in Schoology

● Click Add Materials.
● Select Add Assignment.
● Fill out the Create Assignment form.
● Options. Use Options to turn on/off the 

following features: Use Individually Assign to 
only display the assignment to a specific 
member of the course or a grading group. ...

● Click Create to complete



LAUSD Shared Logins
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Elementary Student Apps Shared Logins

English
● Username: ampsci123
● Password: ampsci123

Spanish
● Username: ampsci123sp
● Password: ampsci123sp




